
February at the Shop 

I love Spoonerisms, those wonderful transpositions of  first letters or syllables between two or 
more words, as we might speak of  going to the Shift Trop to find a bargain. 	  
	 They are named for the Rev. Archibald Spooner (1844-1930), Warden of  New College, 
Oxford. The Rev. Spooner admitted to only ever uttering one—that would be “Kinquering 
Congs Their Titles Take”—in announcing the hymn”Conquering Kings Their Titles Take.” 
Never mind. He gets credit for dozens of  them. There’s the blushing crow that could be too 
much for even a strong man. And who knew that the Lord is a shoving leopard?  
	 Variations on the spoonerism, kniferism and forkerism (terms attributed to Douglas 
Hofstdter), are equally interesting, or embarrassing, as the case may be. The poor announcer   
who declared that “All the world was thrilled by the marriage 
of  the Duck and Doochess of  Windsor,” probably expected 
his job, if  not his head,  to be forfeit. American newscaster 
Harry von Zell one evening in 1931 referred on the air to 
“Hoobert Heever.”	  
	 If  you like word games, and who doesn’t? you can spend 
an evening inventing such monstrosities. Or try puns. Or 
limericks. A good way to lighten the mood during this 
interminable isolating we’re all doing. 

	 But the vaccine is here, and eventually we’ll all have our 
two shots. Then we’ll have a grand reunion at the shop. 
Surely in time to buy fall clothes for school come August and 
September. In the meantime, we look forward to seeing you at 
the spring yard sale—I’ll let you know when the date is firm—
and the silent auction we hope will happen in May. 

No Fat Tuesday parties for us this year, but at St. 
Andrew’s it’s pancakes as usual. Well, not quite as 
usual. This year it’s a carryout, but still pancakes, 
sausages and applesauce. At 5:00 til 7:00 Tuesday 
evening February 16; $10 per adult, $6 for folks under 
twelve. We need an idea how many are coming, so if  you’d like to “join” us, order 
yours here: PP.Baake@outlook.com , or 301-994-1706.            

Winter isn’t over yet, but I see daffodils and fritillaries poking their way through the soil, so savor 
a cup of  hot chocolate, and dream of  the spring that’s on the way. 

St. Andrew’s Thrift Shop	  
9:00 a.m.—Noon Wednesday and Thursday 

10:00 a.m.—1:00 p.m. Saturday 
240 925-7445 
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